July 5 LET’S SHOW SOLIDARITY in GLOBAL DEBT 2020
CRISIS that will hit the world now, by Leo Regeer
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de SHIELD METHODE REGEER ® update 00.2 follows in July 2020
SHIELD : Sophisticated Healthy Intelligent Ending and Limitation of Disease -escalation(s).
1) How better and broader advice can be met on all human dimensions now and in the
future and
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2) How the maximum possible safety can be guaranteed medically, ethically and socioeconomically for the population in the event of a virus outbreak.
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Summary (see my justification in 1st document OUTLOOK April 2020)
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I have long been convinced that the financial system will no longer hold for any moment,
the question is how and when. The global debt burden that was already large before the
crisis is now becoming disproportionate. "The only way to ease debts is to erasure of
debts." The number of victims of hunger and misery has already doubled by millions. By
July 1, 2020, 400 million full-time jobs are already lost worldwide. The "Corona crisis" acts
like a magnifying glass, exposing all the contradictions and divisions of populations and all
conflicts accelerating. Furthermore, there are quite a few government leaders in many
countries who abuse the situation. Where world solidarity is not only desired but is now
more necessary than ever, only protectionism and conservatism reign supreme. After a
deep crisis in times of stress, the world needs looking forward and growing in cooperation..
From my personal opinion I make a number of recommendations.
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1. Hunger and misery
2. Dictatorships and populism, no world solidarity
3. Debt and deflation
4. Riots and popular uprisings
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5. Economic growth versus pollution / Climate
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The serious consequences of the world crisis in the coming years page 3
Debt CRISIS and impending deflation
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The serious consequences of the world crisis in the coming years
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I wrote this in my outlook document at the end of March 2020:
..... That the financial system will no longer hold for much more time has been
clear to me for a long time, the question is how that process will go ... If the
world now realizes that one must go to accept this fact, one can now start
preparing how the transition to another alternative financial system can be
developed step by step .. This man-made crisis period makes all these things
painfully clear now more than ever.... you should not do it to humanity that the
system collapses with a big bang.. then the misery is really beyond control ..
These risk factors are now occurring and I believe they will play an even more
serious role
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1. Hunger and misery
2. Dictatorships and populism, no world solidarity
3. Debt and deflation
4. Riots and popular uprisings
5. Economic growth versus pollution / Climate
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6. Solidarity after the crisis
Hunger and misery ... it is unbelievable but true that the number of starving
people in the world has at least doubled due to the lockdowns of many
countries. It is about many millions of people. Initially, the reasoning was that
only passenger transport would be restricted and not the transport of goods.
Nothing has been further from the truth, everything is blocked, transport of
people and goods, all over the world. Developing countries also took part in the
lockdowns, the poor who worked for USD 1 a day, lost their meagre income and
are now also starving. And while, for example, in Europe during this Corona
misery large surpluses of food have been built up, I think USA / Canada,
Australia and New Zealand may have got the same surpluses. Why don’t we
send these food surpluses to starving people? It is too simple thinking......
To add to the misery, many countries / developing countries have to deal with
large grasshopper pests, many floods and extreme droughts. The permafrost in
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Siberia is melting violently (highest temperatures ever), polar bears die out
already in a last generation because of hunger, the forest fires in Brazilian
rainforests (still taking place, but who cares?) ...and already forgotten the giant
fires burning in Australia early this year ...
Dictatorships and populism, no world solidarity
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The current period of lockdowns ensures that all abuses, inequalities and largescale conflicts accelerate. It seems as if all the shortcomings in the world are
suddenly in the spotlight. It doesn't just seem that way, it actually happens. See
the black life matters movement, which has drawn attention to discrimination in
many more countries than in the USA with a snowball effect on demonstrations
in many countries. Whether President Trump, who has not been telling or
tweeting the truth almost every day of his presidency, but now his behaviour is
magnified, people will become more clear about who he is, which supporters
behind it (KKK, Neo Nazi, white supremacy, racist groups), how the crisis is
"mismanaged", how the people are divided instead of united in solidarity, a
president who manipulates entire populations and even foreign countries, with
imminent major escalation USA - China relationship, intended to divert attention
and shift the blame for failure to another country ... ancient historical times have
many examples of potentates that divert attention from domestic problems by
choosing the warpath outward......
President Putin in Russia, who has been in power for many years, alternating
between premiership and presidency and where the constitution has now
changed to make him almost president for life.
The European leaders, who let old contradictions prevail, form three European
blocs that also divide and threaten the European Union. The hard Brexit or even
no deal Brexit will cause additional economic tensions at the end of this year ...
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The big refugee problem between Europe and Turkey, which will soon play up
again and will cause problems.
In many democratic countries, populist parties are present or emerging, parties
that also threaten national unity in their country by hating everything outside
the “ normal” in the country, such as discrimination against immigrants, Gay /
Lesbo / transgender and much more.
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In short, worldwide, not only are there many “aging” older political leaders with
conservative ideas, divisive populists, but power structures have also changed in
politics and in the world. It is extremely worrying, that those in power in many
countries are abusing this Corona crisis to secure their power or to abuse,
especially in Asian countries, but also in Eastern Europe, Russia, South America
and the USA President, who uses the army against peaceful demonstrators for
election purposes only in his country. It will be all the more difficult to actually
solve the problems of deep misery in which the world finds itself.
And yet....... all countries need each other
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Because those solutions require global solidarity, not protectionism. These
solutions require creativity, sacrifice and flexibility, but no conservatism. Politics
around the world are in the hands of conservative politicians, politics is
extremely right-wing. Conservatism, especially now in this SARS period, again
goes hand in hand with protectionism and nationalism, as a poignant example of
Trump's fake America first principle. I fear that several countries will follow. That
does not give any hope for “thinking out of the box”. And yet......
The world needs those political leaders with this kind of innovative thinking out
of the box more than ever for recovery and solidarity.

Debt CRISIS and impending deflation
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In the period 2007 - 2017, the world suffered from an actual crisis, started with
the USA mortgage crisis, followed by the Banking crisis, the Credit crisis / Euro
crisis and then paying back the citizens in taxes to the government: budget cuts
crisis ...
A declining wealth period. All this time and even until this year 2020, the money
presses were running at full speed to restart the economy and keep it going. As
of 2017, the economy started to improve again, but economic growth in Europe
was a few percent, 1 - 3% while other continents realized growth of 3 - 8%. The
world's current debt had already risen enormously after the crisis and amounted
to $ 255 trillion in January 2020 World Debt How should all these debts be
repaid or those debts repaid? And in 2020, debt will grow again, to keep the
economy going, all governments are pumping out large amounts of money,
supporting companies, institutions, employees. Governments are now making
such sky-high debts, they can never be repaid by citizens again through taxes
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... the IMF is issuing money, the European Central Bank, the USA Federal Bank,
the World Bank, all the money institutions in the world have money presses run
... Can the world bear all these extra trillions of dollars in debt? Can developing
countries ever pay off or repay their debts? Debts that were already sky high
before the Corona crisis ... governments that cut back to reduce their deficits,
but still have such high government debt many times higher in GDP in many
countries ... and skyrocketing private debt of citizens in the richer countries...
...as mentioned, the current crisis is accelerating all problems, so we are now
going straight into the DEBTS CRISIS .. and the state of fear that has pushed
humanity into it also makes them afraid to spend money in these uncertain
times, so get there the problem of (temporary) deflation is also discussed.
Deflation means that you can buy more and more products for the same money
(products become cheaper) which is opposite to inflation, whereby you can buy
less and less for the same money (products become more expensive). Well, the
ECB in Europe has done everything in recent years to push inflation to a healthy
2% inflation for the economy, which has failed miserably (by Corona), because
inflation is now almost 0% in Europe. Subsequent deflation is disastrous for a
healthy economy..
And the CORONA crisis in February 2020, and yes, so now the money presses
are still going to run. Because we have stopped the world, so companies are
closed, there is no travel, there is also very little money spent by people
because they were at home and are still in fear so less Travel and Holidays... but
we have to eat and pay our fixed costs .. In the second quarter only already this
year 2020, 400 million full-time jobs have disappeared worldwide!!! And a
staggering number of companies will go bankrupt for the rest of the year 2020,
with many more job losses, despite all the billions of dollars in government
support to businesses and people, this is unstoppable.

Demonstrations and prevention of riots & popular uprisings
During this SARS-CoV-2 time, the “corona” period / crisis:

170

I observed a banner on the edge of a poor neighbourhood in lockdown: feed
us or free us! Armed police and military personnel are present on the outside
of the district. I read that if citizens observe a fellow citizen on the street
without wearing a mask, then citizen arrest must be made....
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... ???? Weren't measures from a bygone era, during communism and
dictatorial regimes, to leave civilians to their own devices or to turn citizens
against each other and have each other betrayed by extraditing the
neighbours to the police and security services? ....
I have already described in previous documents that restrictive measures
imposed by the government on its citizens are equivalent to violent
behaviour by that government against its citizens. Violence always evokes
violence. Well, the demonstrations have started worldwide and have been
followed by riots. The demonstrations have a legitimate reason, black lives
matter, legitimate peaceful demonstrations always run the risk of leading to
violent riots, sometimes through provocations by anti-groups or from the
controlling (police) power, own government, sometimes simply by “rioter
groups”. I do not think it is “rocket science” to assume the negative
consequences of all kinds of measures that citizens disagree with, but that
are imposed on citizens for a long time by governments. Measures that
threaten or sometimes destroy the freedom of citizens. For example,
demonstrations against these measures were banned or ended in countries,
arguing that they were not legitimate or that the safety of "social distance"
could not be guaranteed. But ... all outdoor demonstrations did not result in
super spreading events!
Well, people are constantly frightened of new "waves" of the virus
spread, while there can only be a local outbreak (s) if the MASTERPLAN
indoor ventilation is carried out everywhere we even control those outbreaks.
If the country remains committed to only social distance (has no prevention
whatsoever) and does not implement a master plan for ventilation in the
indoor entertainment areas, many outbreaks will arise with young people this
coming time and then the elderly affected in winter time.
The control of minor outbreaks of the SARS Virus can be easily
realized with the knowledge of today, ventilation and selective
facemask or distance inside without locking the world en masse
again!!
I fear, however, that many countries will stick to all the nonsense measures
that people disagree with for too long. And so one can expect that the unrest
in the countries will increase, that people will rebel because of the limitations
of the freedom / future possibilities. But with unchanged political policies
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around the world, people will also rebel because of the continued loss of jobs
and further erosion of security of life. I hope that political leaders will make
better decisions in the interest of the people.
210
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Economic growth versus pollution / climate
And then the economists and the economic "predictions" .. they speak of
about -/- 6, -/- 7, -/- 8% recession in 2020 and 2021 in the next year
1%,2% or 3% growth ???? Have they just gone crazy as the politicians and
doctors with their vaccine solution ??? I am not an economist, but my feeling
tells me: people please use common sense, there will be no economic growth
for the time being, the recession percentages will simply double and that will
take several years........
History will teach later that humanity will name the era BEFORE
Corona /SARS 2020 and the era AFTER Corona SARS virus2020.
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Due to extremely wrong decisions and wrong policies by the political leaders
and the experts in this Corona era, many if not all people have ended up in
this disaster scenario of debt and deflation. If a good new and energetic
"aftermath" policy is not to be pursued and erroneous policy decisions are
made again, drowning middle-income people in their debts, possible more
job losses, will no longer be able to make repayments on loans for cars,
computers, etc. they will no longer have their mortgage paid, they will be
evicted from their house and the number of poor in all countries will increase
dramatically.
Actually, this Corona era has only provided one advantage: Man has become
more aware as being part of nature, that nature has been left alone by man,
resulting in less pollution and more clean air. Unfortunately, more pollution
than June last year when the industry in China has restarted! That gives no
hope for man in nature. People I sometimes wonder: Recommendation 1
Should we or should we not again want great economic growth?? Every
percent of economic growth gives rise to 2% pollution ... Perhaps we should
cherish what we have and only make it sustainable, which also creates
employment and is much cleaner. Less threats of humans against nature
also means less threats of nature against humans! So take the time to
become more sustainable and stop growing. And what happens? It is true
that China, soon to be followed by all other "low-wage" countries, is ready to
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produce again, but are there any buyers? I fear a lot less, because countries
now realized that all outsourcing of parts, clothing and materials makes them
too dependent on situations from the other side of the world, such as during
this SARS period. And many countries will consider bringing productions back
to their own country, widespread protectionism and therefore no solidarity in
the world. Most Western countries are short of young workers, but do not
want an increased influx of immigrants. Recommendation 2 But with the
unprecedented increase in aging, if they want to restore production closer to
home in their own countries, countries will have to create new solidaritybased employment constructions with workers from developing countries.
Only developing countries, especially Asian countries, will have a high
potential of young workers in the near future. I hope that government
leader’s start thinking in “sharing communities” principles; you can also let
workers in and out from other countries on the basis of economic units and
combination of temporary contract basis.
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For example: You can build a brand clothing factory in your own country, let
the 'aging' own workers work together with the young temporary immigrant
workers and let the workers / host countries benefit from the company on an
equal basis. The shares can also be included in nature, meaning in any kind
of product paid for the country concerned. A "sharing community" principle.
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Stop the modern slavery......
Again, if world political leaders do not move to new and different supportive
policies very soon after this crisis, then I fear we will face a very dark
century.
265

Solidarity after the crisis
The following questions must be answered:
1. Can debtors repay all debts to creditors?
2. Can Central Banks continue to print and circulate money continuously?
270

In my opinion, the answer to both questions is: NO
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3. Can we survive the crisis? YES
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Developing countries have been drowning in debt for years and have been paying
interest payments to the rich countries for years, these "rich" countries are now
also threatening to drown in debt due to the current crisis. As said, the total world
debt counter was in January 2020 $ 255 trillion,
"The only way to ease debt is to erasure of debts."
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The world pays many products in US Dollars; the US government itself had a
national debt of EUR 18.6 Trillion in 2018, resulting in a debt per citizen of EUR
57,000. Because Japan is smaller than the USA (about 25% in size USA), but
because Japan has aged considerably, the government debt here stands at 8.4.
Trillion Euros, resulting in a debt per citizen of 66,000 Euros, also figures from
2018.
In European countries it is not much better, large differences in the Southern and
Eastern European countries with the Northern European countries, when it comes to
control of budgets and debts by governments. Citizens of many countries also have
sky-high private debts and many are also at risk of drowning and unable to pay off
debts. I wonder how high public debt will rise in 2020........
In ancient times, it was customary to declare a jubilee to cancel all debts and
cheerfully start over again financially. Unfortunately, in this complex and global
world that will not be possible. Still, I think we should ask interdisciplinary scientists
to investigate “out of the box” how the world can get out of debt. With emphasis
interdisciplinary, so not again exclusively economists, because the financial system
stands or falls not only with money, but also with human behaviour and all kinds of
other social complex factors. If I just look practically as a private person, than I
will come to elements that may also be arranged with countries at an international
level?
Debt recommendations 3 for countries and for citizens:
- Deferral of payments for one or several years
- Cancellation of interest payments,
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- Cancellation of certain amounts of debt
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- replace monetary amounts of debts with payments in remittance of products in
nature kind (import and export)
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As I described earlier, we will have to develop solidarity towards a global sharing
community in order to survive. Like the overproduction of food, how much better
the world would look if all those food surpluses could be shipped from the (still) rich
countries to those millions of hungry, but ... that is probably too simple to reason.
Well, the world is complex in economics, power and politics, the first condition is to
develop global solidarity and if that is possible at all, it will take many years, I am
afraid of ....
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In addition, all central banks are busy turning the money press, continuously
bringing new money into the economy, that can never go on forever. Here too
there are problems, for example the EU consists of many countries, but there is
only one central bank that deals with money production. So European countries
cannot “run” their own currencies, after all, we have the EURO.
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It is no longer acceptable that 1% of the people in the world are rich and so rich,
that these 1% rich people in the world alone have the same amount of money as all
other people in the world. The debt burden as it now exists worldwide can never be
fully repaid. How can the world accept that there are really filthy rich people with
individual wealth of 50 - 100 + billions of dollars per individual?
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Recommendation 4 Limiting wealth for individuals.... I think the world's ethics are
crying out for change, let the extremely rich get less rich, set wealth limits in our
society. We have opted for a free market economy in the free world and the logical
consequence is that people are mostly modal or poor or remain poor, or can
become very rich and less rich. But ... isn't it now time to set limits ethically?
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Apart from the "money is power" principle, where behind the scenes also dangers
for the world can arise.
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If an Amazon.com boss (No. 1 richest in the world) builds wealth of $ 160 +
BILLION or a Microsoft boss 100+ BILLION dollar, what does it take? If you are
successful and you build up a fortune of about 100 or 200 million dollars, is that not
enough for an individual and his family??? And of course, this ever-growing group
of empires are the ones who have the most to lose in a debt restructuring.
We think it is a nice gesture if extremely rich 10% money is spent on charity (s)???
As a "new normal" for the super rich, there could be 90% charitable meaningful
donation and 10% wealth retained, for example...
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In addition, it is no longer comprehensible that, in this last crisis, as in the previous
crisis, governments supported not the citizens but the banks and large institutions
and that the greatest financial support is again being given to the multinational
companies in this crisis - and large companies. In order to maintain employment?
... Nevertheless thousands of workers are made redundant after the aid.
Recommendation 5 So I think that in some way it is better to pay the financial aid
directly to the citizens. The government could help citizens to cancel partial debts
or settle debts. What and how, I am not expert in that, I would like to leave that to
other expert disciplines ...
Recommendation 6 and perhaps the basic compensation, a basic amount of money
for all citizens in the country with a simplified tax system..... an earlier (20th
century) heard left (yes) idea, I am not really a political left or a political right, but
maybe now is the time for such an approach ......
My feeling tells me that this would be the best way ...
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